WITH THE SUPPORT OF

PUBLISHING WORKSHOP
STRATEGY AND ORGANIZATION

19 November 2019, Lyon, France
This Publishing Workshop aims at helping researchers to target and transform their research papers into high quality
journal-level submissions. We welcome scholars who wish to increase their chance to publish their work in recognised
international academic journals.
The idea of the workshop is to invite editors, associate editors or reviewers of journals to provide first feedbacks
and spend time with authors to help them positioning and improving their papers before submission

Invited journals are: European Management Review, Long Range Planning
M@n@gement, Organization Studies
Discussants:
Lionel GARREAU, Professor, Université Paris Dauphine,
Associate editor, European Management Review

Thibault DAUDIGEOS, Professor, Grenoble Ecole de
Management, Editor, M@n@gement

Charles-Clemens RULING, Professor, Grenoble Ecole
de Management, Associate editor, Long Range Planning

Jean Pascal GOND, Professor, Cass Business School,
Editorial Board member, Organization Studies,

Organizers:
Kiane Goudarzi, iaelyon School of Management, Professor
Caroline Hussler, iaelyon School of Management, Professor
Fees:
330 euros – it includes the participation to sessions and the lunch. An option including the copyediting of the paper
is available at 530 euros.
Key deadlines:
• Full paper submission: September 1, 2019
• Acceptance notification: September 7, 2019
• Deadline for registration: September 15, 2019
Contributions are to be sent to kiane.goudarzi@univ-lyon3.fr and caroline.hussler@univ-lyon3.fr with
“publication workshop, research in strategy and organization” as the object of the mail. Authors should specify the
targeted journal and imperatively follow the later format guidelines.
Papers will be selected based on the potential value of their contribution as well as on the respective expertise of
editorial board members involved. Being accepted to the workshop does not guarantee any acceptance of the paper
in the journal. Yet, to be eligible for the Workshop, the abstract / paper should have been accepted for presentation
in a major conference in the field (to be specified in the submission mail).
Authors have to participate intensively before and during the conference: Before the conference, they
review the papers of other participants and modify their own article (based on preliminary feedbacks from the editor
and other authors). During the workshop they present major contributions and modifications made on their own
papers and give formalized suggestions on the second version of the article of others’ papers. The organization
committee manages authors, editor’s interactions with authors, and copy editing options. The copy editing is handled
by Elsevier Services, and can be used before or after the workshop.

